Technology

Over the last decade technology has changed
at a rapid rate, disrupting traditional methods of
how we operate and transforming the ways we
live and work.
This has delivered many benefits such as the ability to access
information, communicate and conduct business with anyone,
anywhere, anytime.
However, this rapid rate of change has also created significant challenges
in the workplace, particularly when it comes to recruiting the right
technology professionals. With today’s market experiencing a shortage
of professionals possessing the relevant skill sets, and the rate of
transformation continuing to rise, competition between organisations
to provide top quality service in the shortest possible timeframe is key.
To remain competitive, businesses require on demand access to
professional technology personnel, who are readily available and
sufficiently skilled to embrace new market conditions, quickly and
effectively.

“The technology you use impresses no one.
The experience you create with it is everything.”
Sean Gerety
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Technology resource solutions
At Momenta we are continually building our ecosystem of validated,
contingent technology associates with the optimum industry skill sets,
readily available when additional specialist support is needed.
Whether you require technology resource to assist with the installation
and configuration of hardware and software, or the implementation
of systems and networks, our skilled associates extensive experience
delivers results, on time and cost effectively.
With an enviable record for placing the highest calibre of personnel,
Momenta is trusted by both top quality candidates and clients for:
1. Specialist knowledge of current technology industry insights,
understanding client needs and delivering the relevant professional
skill sets.
2. Consistency delivered through our robust and scalable Technology
professional resourcing process, ensuring you receive the same high
quality standard whether you require 1 or 100 associates.
3. Cost effective solutions using our contingent resourcing model or
our specialist offshore capabilities with full vetting, validation and
quality control standards applied to both.
4. Global availability ensuring you have 1 point of contact to provide
high calibre associates for your worldwide resourcing requirements.

Projects where Momenta provides
technology resources include:
• Tech Support Projects
• Robotics Delivery
• General IT Support
• Infrastructure Building/Strategy
• IT Modernisation/Cloud Migration
• Data Science & Analytics
• Machine Learning and Automation
• Agile Delivery Teams
• Network and Information Security
• Distributed Ledger Projects
(Blockchain)
• Mobile Development
Roles Momenta can deliver include:
• Project Managers
• Designers
• Programmers
• Developers
• Analysts
• Network Engineers

Trusted
Momenta have worked with multiple companies across global industries, successfully building their contingent workforce of
technology professionals. Visit our website www.momentagroup.com to view our case studies.
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At Momenta we provide the right people
to operate the technology ensuring your
customer get’s the best experience.
Get in touch to discuss your contingent
workforce requirements.

omenta
For more information contact:
sales@momentagroup.com
www.momentagroup.com

